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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Lucas Juárez has contributed to the dictionary with 17 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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argallar
My family is in Burgos and I am from child familiar with this word.Sometimes this word was also used in pronominal
form. Argallarse meant tipping or walking inclined. Sometimes you could have a metaphorical value. In a dispute
between two brothers, for example, the father put part or is argallaba " " the favorite son. When it comes to wills, the
argallarse by someone made that turn out more substantial.

autoflagelaba
In reality and, given that it is clear that the prefix is idle because no one autoflagela to another person, the verb in the
infinitive should be " flagellar " and never " self-flagellation " as sometimes we hear say. It would be as a flogging (
punishment spanking ) exerted against one's self, in real and physical sense ( unlikely ) or in the metaphorical sense of
reproach and sour self-censorship.

calidez humana
It refers to solidarity and closeness among people. Not should confuse is with its paronima " quality " that has a meaning
different. A person that is distinguished by its warmth human like of help to their fellows and is shows accessible and
comprehensive.

dar sopas con hondas
Be far superior to anyone on any matter or activity, so the comparison between both subjects is totally unbalanced. The
scholars of this expression seem to coincide in that " soups " refer to " soups of Brook " expression that appears in Don
Quixote, and which is equivalent to " Pebble ". However does not seem to clear the metaphorical relationship between
throwing a pebble with a slingshot and be clearly superior to someone in something. There is who has wanted to see a
play on words between " honda " and " 34 wave;. In this case a " 34 soup; thrown with ability on a course of water would
produce many " 34 waves; on its surface as rebounds, it is able to cause the Launcher. The existence of these rebounds
and ensuing waves clearly suggesting its superior ability.

empleado de finca
Employee's estate is not a common expression. No doubt is a simplification of the legal name that is wanted to give
many years at the until then " goalkeepers " and former EMPLOYEES OF FARMS URBAN, similarly to the replacement
of " 34 keeper; " 34 maritime signals technician. Desire to complicate things because no one says that it has made a
custom to its " employee estate ". I am sure that will say that he has spoken with the goalkeeper and it has made him a
custom.

estado fallido
Failed State is one that is not able to enforce own laws, which impose obligations and grant rights to its citizens, by
action or omission, their Governments are incapable of doing so as possible and have lost control of the situation at a
very high level. This is independent of the type of regime of a country and its more or less democratic character. It's a
massive lack of harmony between the written law and the real fulfillment of the same.

faz de la tierra
Is refers to the world in your set: all the surface of the world. Are multiple the expressions that contain " face of the Earth
" both in a sense positive as negative. A species animal can disappear from the face of the Earth. Someone is it more
kindly that exists on the face of the Earth. It is generally associated to States or extreme situations and found also in
biblical sources.

guaperrima



guaperrima is incorrectly written, and should be written as "guaperrima" as meaning:<br>GORGEOUS. It is actually a
sort of neologism which aims to bypass the rules that govern the formation of superlatives in Spanish. Possibly the more
or less conscious idea is to highlight a quality forming, so to speak, a " 34 superlative superlative. This possibility does
not exist in Spanish and due to this he invents a form that will replace " gorgeous " The only adjectives whose
superlative just in-érrimo / to are those that in grade positive end in-ro or in-re. In this way, " 34 neat; It would a
superlative " pulquérrimo " and poor would give " impoverished ". In both cases it is also possible to use the regular
superlative: " served 34, " 34 very poor; The cultivated form of the superlative might think ( although not true ) that the
quality is even more enhanced. There may lie the invention of 34, guaperrima " as the acme of the courage, with which a
lady has been graceful.

nokaut
nokaut is incorrectly written, and should be written as "knockout" being its meaning:<br>It is of an adaptation of the word
English " knock-out ". Has in its origin the meaning of " out of combat " and it has been widely used in sports such as
boxing. In Spanish, however, used very often also with a metaphorical sense. A person has received news that leaves
him without the ability to react. Knockout has been. Someone who was assured the triumph of his team gets knockout
before a goal embedded by it at the last minute. Someone sees discovered a secret that affects them greatly and make
public feels that the world is upon you. It has been knockout

que significa reconvertido
That is have made them modifications necessary in something or someone so is suits to a situation whose structures,
behaviors or characteristics, that during a time could be appropriate or valid, not is come now as the more suitable or
profitable. She is reconverted the industrial structures to adapt to new times, also people get new training that
reconverts them and makes them more useful in a sudden situation or that you want to cause. A former grocery store
has turned into a drugstore: it is thought that the previous business was unprofitable and now drugstore products
experienced a very strong demand, etc...

quedar en berlina
Stay or be in saloon is an expression that I have heard and used many times in my environment family. Always referred
to some external circumstance had caused concern and capsize to someone. Normally opened a more or less extended
period in which one was tense, pending news that eliminated any reason for concern or that, in the worst cases,
confirmed that something nefarious or favorably had occurred. Up to here my experience personal. In more recent times
I have had the opportunity to inform me that the expression may have to do with " sedan " which is an Italian word for
our " 34 cherry; and it was the place that was publicly exposed inmates so they suffered public shame and the derision.
According to this meaning meet around sedan would be placed on evidence, in shame, subjected to the mockery of
others. In any case seem clear that the situation of who is in saloon not is of envy, even in the use metaphorical, that
would be today the only possible in a country civilized.

sinonimo de procerloso
synonym for procerloso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Proceloso" being its meaning:<br>It is a Word,
like so many others of Castilian, which is of Latin origin.   " Procella " " storm, storm or hurricane " means in latin. Almost
always used with a metaphorical sense and applies to situations of certain duration involving hazards or inconvenience
for individuals or groups of any size.

stalkeando
I refer to the considerations that I have made on the word " 34 stalker; to not be in excess. Here it is a verb, which would
be spurious in Spanish but that would mean stalking, spying, stalking, chasing...

stalker
This word is not actually a word of Spanish but English origin. If I decide to comment it is because in other languages



such as Italian, yes it is used with some frequency, along with others of the same family and root. a " 34 stalker; It is
almost always someone who harasses another person. The reasons may be different, being the meaning of " 34 sexual
harasser; the most usual. Sometimes the field expands to other situations in which the harasser does not persecution for
sexual reasons and itself as a form of supervision or control, which can be more or less discrete and that includes, for
example, computer spy or which quietly keeps track of an animal that seeks to hunt.

tordiga
tordiga is incorrectly written and should write it as "tordiga" being its meaning:<br>It's a straight route, which appears in
the sight of the traveler and is part of the route to be followed. Word that I suppose of Castilian origin by the medium in
which in my childhood I have heard it used.

vender la moto
To convince someone of something using an argument that seems solid, especially when he argues has some kind of
personal interest in the matter.

y yo me llamo morgan
It is a way of saying a person that we don't believe what they are telling, that strives to.


